Abstract: Implying the prosperity and development of the city, impervious surface area (ISA) is playing an increasingly important role in ecological processes, microclimate, material and energy flows, and urban flood. The free sub-meter resolution Google Earth image, which is integrated by several high spatial resolution data, appears to have potential for high-resolution ISA extraction, where present study is rare and performances remain to be improved. Due to the high spatial and spectral variation of the urban environment as well as confusion between ISA and soil, the accurate delineating of ISA with traditional (direct) methods can be costly and time-consuming, which is in a word resource-intensive. However, this paper presents a novel indirect ISA extraction conceptual model and a new detecting and masking background land cover (DMBLC) approach that: uses a freely available, high-resolution dataset; requires a reduced set of training samples; and consists of relatively simple, common, and feasible image processing steps. The key characteristic of DMBLC is to detect the background of ISA (vegetation, soil, and water) accurately and obtain the ISA by masking the background. The approach relies on background detection to avoid the predicaments of direct ISA extraction. Water can be directly gained by water body vector data, in DMBLC; mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF) is exploited to detect vegetation and soil, image segmentation is used to mitigate the spectral variation problem within the same land cover, and segment rectangularity reduces the confusion between ISA and soil. From experiments in a core area of Fuzhou, China, the DMBLC approach reached high performance and outperformed the powerful traditional support vector machines (SVM) method (overall accuracy of 94.45% and Kappa coefficient of 0.8885, compared to 86.44% and 0.7329, respectively). From the comparison of different levels of complexity within the inner processing steps, it is confirmed that the DMBLC approach is a powerful and flexible changed framework for indirect ISA extraction, which can be improved by using more advanced inner methods.
Introduction
Impervious surface area (ISA) is usually defined as anthropogenic ground surfaces that prevent water infiltrating into soil, for example, building roofs, roads, parking lots, and sidewalks [1] . Implying the prosperity and development of the city, ISA becomes an important indicator of urbanization. Unlike natural ground surfaces, ISA has altered water, heat, soil and other material and energy flows, engendering a unique urban ecosystem [2] [3] [4] [5] . An increase of ISA makes the natural runoff process change with urban characteristics, reduces the replenishment of rainwater to the groundwater, speeds up the velocity and intensity of the surface runoff, reduces the duration of surface transpiration, and exacerbates the urban heat island, resulting in the aggravation of flood and waterlogging, thus giving rise to the urgent need for high-resolution accurate ISA mapping [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
With the development of remote sensing technology, especially satellite imagery with high spatial resolution technology, remote sensing images have become a fast and reliable way for monitoring urban surface environments [11] [12] [13] . The most direct way to obtain high spatial resolution ISA is to extract from high spatial resolution remote sensing images (less than 10 m) [14] [15] [16] . Nevertheless, high spatial resolution remote sensing images are generally costly, which hampers the research and application opportunities. However, Google Earth image is an integration of very high spatial resolution images and is free, while its resolutions can achieve up to sub-meter levels [17] . Google Earth images have only three bands: red, green, and blue (RGB). Owing to the poor spectral information, there have not been too many ISA or land-cover mapping studies based on Google Earth image, as they are mainly used for small object detection, such as village buildings [18] , scattered shrubs [19] , ships [20] , and qanat shafts [21] . As a free high spatial resolution image data source, Google Earth has a high potential for high resolution ISA mapping. Thus, more ISA extraction approaches should be explored based on Google Earth images.
There are two methodological steps to extract ISA from high spatial resolution images. The first is to choose a conceptual model of the components in urban land cover, which decides how many kinds of objects or types of land cover need to be taken into consideration. The second is to select a method to extract ISA based on the chosen conceptual model in the first step. As for the components in urban land cover, there are several conceptual models for remote sensing analysis, including the vegetation-impervious surface-soil (V-I-S) model [22] , vegetation-high albedo-low albedo-soil (V-H-L-S) model [23] , and other expanded four-element, five-element, and six-element models based on different combinations of green vegetation, non-photosynthetic vegetation, dark soil, light soil, impervious surfaces, water, light shadows, and dark shadows [24, 25] . The V-I-S and V-H-L-S models are the most classic and widely used models for urban land cover classification and ISA study [12, 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] . The V-H-L-S model and other models are derived from the V-I-S model in various component-subdivided degrees. In this study, the V-I-S model was used as the fundamental conceptual model for the design of a novel indirect ISA conceptual computing model.
As for the methods for ISA mapping, the existing methods are the almost direct ISA extraction method, which is based on the spectral or spatial characteristics of ISA [12, 14, 15, 29] . The main methods are index-based, spectral mixture analysis (SMA), decision tree, and classification-based [12, 27] . For RGB Google Earth images, a lack of enough spectral band makes it hard to extract ISA from a spectral index, such as the normalized difference built-up index (NDBI) [30] and normalized difference impervious surface index (NDISI) [31] . For the same reason, the SMA method has not been exploited in Google Earth images. There have been few related studies that utilize the decision tree and classification-based methods, or an integration of the two, for ISA extractions based on Google Earth images. In object-based image analysis, the method is integrated with decision rules constructed by spectral brightness, length, and area; both the producer's accuracy (PA) and user's accuracy (UA) of ISA are less than 80% [32] . The main hampers in direct ISA classification are the heterogeneous spectral responses within impervious materials [33] , the confusion between ISA and other land cover such as bare soil [27] , and the difficulty in obtaining a large ISA training dataset. In a word, the performances of direct ISA extraction methods on high-resolution RGB Google Earth images are not very high; thus, there arises a need for an accurate ISA extraction method driven by a few easily-selected training samples.
Due to high spectral variation and too many subclasses in high-resolution RGB Google Earth images, it is hard to directly extract ISA as a coarse target. Whereas, for non-ISA, such as vegetation and soil in the V-I-S model, the spectral variations are much lower, implying capabilities to be more easily directly recognized. Thus, an indirect ISA extraction conceptual model was proposed in this study, where urban land was divided into ISA and background land cover. Background land cover includes vegetation, soil, and water. Derived from the indirect ISA extraction conceptual model, an indirect ISA extraction approach, called detecting and masking background land cover (DMBLC), was proposed to detect the background land cover directly, and then mask the background land cover, so as to indirectly obtain the ISA. In this study, an integration of the mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF) method, image segmentation, and segment rectangularity were utilized for vegetation and soil detection in the DMBLC approach. Driven by only vegetation and soil training samples, MTMF was adopted to detect vegetation and soil targets. Image segmentation was exploited to mitigate spectral variation problems within the same land cover. As anthropogenic buildings present an obvious regularity of shapes, segment rectangularity was employed to reduce the confusion between ISA and soil. By masking detected vegetation and soil, as well as water from water body vector data in the total area, the ISA was extracted indirectly from high-resolution Google Earth images.
Study Area and Data
Located in the coastal region of southeastern China, Fuzhou City is the capital city of the Fujian province. The approximate geographic position of the central city is (26.08 • N, 119.3 • E). Under the subtropical maritime monsoon climate, it has four distinctive seasons, where the average annual temperature is 19.7 • C and the average annual precipitation is 1348.8 mm. The build-up area of Fuzhou was 265 km 2 , the population was 7.57 million, and the urbanization rate was 68.5% at the end of 2016. It is also the center city of the Silk Road economic belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. A core area of Fuzhou was selected to explore the performance of the proposed approach. The experiment zone is a rectangular area that has an extent of 10 km both in the east-west and the south-north directions, as shown as Figure 1 . Google Earth played a role as the source of the image data in this research. Up to a sub-meter resolution level, Google Earth provides integrated high-resolution imagery derived from multiple sensors and several platforms, such as QuickBird and WorldView satellites. With 0.6-m spatial resolution, level 18 Google Earth images were downloaded via free software called LocaSpaceViewer (http://www.locaspace.cn/). As the seasonal effect of vegetation growth brings uncertainty for ISA mapping, images from seasons with exuberant vegetation is better for ISA extraction [15] . The experimental image data within the study area was acquired in October 2017. The experimental images were obtained by mosaicking 5254 tiles of level-18 Google Earth images, where each tile was a 256 × 256-pixel picture. The total size of this image was about 985 Megabytes. Under the WGS 1984 Web Mercator coordinate system, this image was cloud-free with three spectral bands (red, green, and blue).
Additionally, the water body vector data was also employed in this study. Obtained from an artificial survey by the Fuzhou Investigation and Surveying Institute, the water body vector data was regarded as ground-truth data for the water.
The Proposed Approach

Proposed Indirect ISA Extraction Conceptual Model
To extract ISA, the urban surface can be divided into target (ISA) and background (non-ISA) from the point of view of target recognition. Thus, the conceptual models for the components of urban land cover that were mentioned in Section 1 can be summarized as ISA and background land cover. In a direct ISA extraction study, the characteristics of ISA should be analyzed. The typical land-cover types of ISA include residential areas, service areas, office areas, and roads. From the perspective of spatial heterogeneity and the spectral variation of urban land cover in high spatial resolution images, the variations of ISA among paint colors, surface types, building materials, geometrical forms, and the illumination-viewing effect are large, which results in obstructions for ISA direct extraction [33] . However, the spectral variations for background land cover, such as vegetation and soil in the V-I-S model, are much lower than for ISA, implying that the background (vegetation and soil) has a higher potential for direct extraction.
As a coarse target, the ISA is difficult to be extracted directly, while the background is easier to be recognized directly. Thus, an indirect ISA extraction conceptual model was proposed based on the direct extracted potential analysis above. This proposed conceptual model was shown graphically as Figure 2 . ISA is indirectly extracted by dislodging the background from the total urban land area, as described in Equation (1) . The content of the background land cover is shown in Equation (2) . In this indirect model, the core of ISA extraction has been transformed to each background land cover, rather than the ISA. In this way, the complexities of direct ISA extraction are evaded.
where UL refers to urban land, consisting of ISA and background land cover, and B is the background land cover.
where B is composed of vegetation, soil, and water; and V, S, and W refer to vegetation, soil, and water, respectively. 
Proposed Detecting and Masking Background Land Cover Approach
The proposed DMBLC approach was derived from the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model. There are two steps in this approach: (1) detecting the background land cover; and (2) masking the background land cover to obtain the ISA indirectly. The center of DMBLC is to detect the background land cover (water, vegetation, and soil) as accurately as possible. In principle, any data, method, knowledge, or feature with a high potential to detect background land cover can be integrated into DMBLC. In the ideal situation where each background land cover is identified perfectly (for example, by artificial survey), there is no doubt that the ISA can be extracted indirectly perfectly. However, the ideal situation incurs high cost, which is always hard to achieve. Thus, a multi-method integrated instance framework of DMBLC is designed, which is shown in Figure 3 . To deal with the high spatial and spectral variability, as well as confusion in relation to soil within ISA extraction, water body vector data, image segmentation, MTMF, and segment rectangularity are exploited to identify background land cover. This approach firstly utilizes image segmentation, MTMF, and segment rectangularity to detect vegetation and soil. Vegetation is extracted after thresholding the MF score and infeasibility values from MTMF. Soil is detected by thresholding the MF score and infeasibility values from MTMF, and segment rectangularity. Water is directly obtained by water body vector data. Then, by masking the background land cover in the total area, the ISA result is finally produced from this indirect approach. More details are described as follows.
Detecting the Background Land Cover
The performance of the indirect ISA extraction conceptual model and DMBLC approach relies on the accuracy of each background land cover detection. The key of DMBLC is to identify the background land cover using spectral similarity or other features with the corresponding methods and thresholds. As water directly gained from water body vector data, the background land cover that needs to be detected includes the vegetation and soil, based on the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model. In this approach to detecting the background land cover, image segmentation, the MTMF target detection method, and segment rectangularity are utilized in DMBLC to detect vegetation and soil. MTMF is exploited to detect the vegetation and soil targets, while image segmentation is used to mitigate spectral variation problems within the same land cover, and segment rectangularity is used to reduce the confusion between ISA and soil.
Image Segmentation
Since the high spectral variation problem within the same land cover exists in per-pixel based methods, image segmentation is a good choice to mitigate this problem [15] . Image segmentation segments the input image into small homogeneous regions, and has been extensively used for high spatial resolution image classification [34] . Based on the Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI) software, the edge-based segmentation method is used to produce a preliminary segmentation image that is based on the Google Earth image. To avoid over-segmentation, a full lambda-schedule algorithm [35] is utilized to merge small segments in the textured areas of the preliminary segmentation image [36] . As an indicator of segments' integrated degree, a merge scale is applied to determine how similar the nearby small segments are in order to merge them into one new bigger segment. In this part, the thresholds for edge-based segmentation scale and merge scale need to be chosen and artificially adjusted in order to obtain a segmentation result with high performance.
Vegetation and Soil Target Detection by MTMF
Driven by only vegetation and soil training samples, MTMF can be implemented to detect the vegetation and soil without other auxiliary information. MTMF is a target detection method that is based on the decomposition of mixed pixels; it consists of two parts: matched filtering (MF) and mixture tuning (MT) [37] . On the one hand, MF calculates the spectral similarity between the undetermined pixel and known target spectrum [38] , and produces a result called the MF score to describe their similarity qualitatively. On the other hand, MT reduces the false positive problem in MF processing [39] , and produces a result called the infeasibility value to describe the false positivity qualitatively. Thus, undetermined pixels or segments with a high MF score and a low infeasibility value can be identified as targets. In this study, MTMF detection is implemented on the mean spectral value of each segment after image segmentation. Through the thresholding of the MF score and the infeasibility value, the detected vegetation and preliminary detected soil are obtained.
Reducing the Confusion between ISA and Soil by Segment Rectangularity As numerous ISAs are made from rock, sand, or clayish soil, which are also the main materials of soil, there exists great spectral confusion between ISA and soil in remote sensing images [27] . Due to the spectral confusion between ISA and soil, preliminary soil detection from spectral similarity is not very accurate. Typical, ISAs such as residential areas and office buildings usually have an obvious regularity of shape; for this reason, many researchers use geometric indexes for building extraction [40] . In this study, rectangularity is utilized to improve soil detection performance. Rectangularity refers to the percentage of the segment lying within its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), and it is a quantitative evaluation indicator that estimates the rectangular fitness of the segment from the aspect of geometric features. It can be obtained by calculating the percentage of the segment's area that fits within its MBR area. The formula that is used to compute rectangularity is shown in Equation (3) [41] . The segments with high rectangularity are more likely to be ISAs rather than soil. After rectangularity thresholding, only those segments with low rectangularity, which are also preliminary detected soil segments from MTMF, can be identified as the final detected soil. In this part, a threshold of rectangularity needs to be chosen and artificially adjusted in order to achieve a high performance for the detected soil result.
3.2.2. Masking the Background Land Cover to Obtain the ISA Indirectly
As described in the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model, all of the background land cover is attained by merging the detected vegetation and soil results from the first step, which involved detecting the background land cover and water from the water body vector data. Through masking the background land cover in the total area, the ISA result is finally obtained indirectly.
Experiment and Results Comparison
An experiment was carried out to validate the performance of proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model and DMBLC approach. The experiment was performed according to the method and the framework proposed in Section 3.
To compare the performance of the proposed approach, a comparable method needed to be chosen for direct ISA classification. As a supervised classification method derived from statistical learning theory, support vector machines (SVM) [42] has been proved as a powerful and widely used method for its high level of classification accuracy, with even small training samples [43, 44] . It was pointed out that SVM should be utilized to explore the performance of urban land and ISA classification in Google Earth images [45] . Nevertheless, for ISA, the pattern of manifestation is so multifarious that if ISA is only regarded as a single class, the performance of SVM would be low. Thus, the SVM with multiple ISA subclasses was utilized as the compared method in this study.
The experiments of the proposed and compared method were implemented by ENVI 5.3 and ArcGIS 10.2 software in the study area, using the data of Section 2. The experiment process, results, and comparisons are shown as follows.
Experiment Process
Training Samples Selection
Typical training samples were needed for each land cover type in order to drive the proposed and compared method. With the help of the water body vector data, water can be directly obtained. ISA, vegetation, and soil are three coarse land-cover types needed to be extracted or classified in this research. After an overview of the Google Earth images of the study area, eight training samples were selected manually, which included vegetation, soil, and six typical ISA subclasses. Each training sample was the average of several samples that were chosen in the same corresponding land-cover type. The training sample colors were averaged RGB colors from the sample sets, as shown as Table 1 . Due to the high separability of training samples, both the Jeffries-Matusita (JM) distance [46] and the transformed divergence (TD) distance [47] of any two samples in Table 1 are more than 1.9.
What is worth mentioning is that the proposed method only needs two background training samples (vegetation and soil in Table 1 ). The compared method (SVM) needs up to eight training samples (vegetation, soil, and ISA1~ISA6 in Table 1 ). In producing the segmentation image from the Google Earth image, it is important to choose suitable threshold for the edge-based segmentation scale and the merge scale. Therefore, different thresholds ranging from 30, 40, and 50 to 60 for edge detection, and different merge scales ranging from 80, 85, and 90 to 95, were examined in the Google Earth image. Based on the visual examination of the segmentation images, an edge-based segmentation scale of 40 and a merge scale of 90 were finally used in this research. By converting the segmentation image into a vector format, the MBR of each segment could be created, and the rectangularity could be calculated per segment. For each segment, a mean spectral value in each band was calculated for background land cover detection.
Background Land Cover Detection
Based on the vegetation and soil training samples in Table 1 , MTMF was implemented in the mean spectral value segmentation image. Each segment had corresponding MF scores and infeasibility values for both vegetation and soil. After thresholding, only if each segment's MF score (vegetation or soil) was bigger 0.5 and its infeasibility value (vegetation or soil) was less than 20% could it be judged as a target (vegetation or soil). Then, the detected vegetation targets from MTMF were the final detected vegetation results, while the detected soil targets were only the preliminary detected soil.
With the help of segment rectangularity, the rectangular similarity of a segment was quantitatively evaluated. Then, the preliminary detected soil segments from MTMF could be identified as final soil targets only if their rectangularity were less than a threshold. After examining different thresholds ranging from 50% to 70% for rectangularity, a rectangularity detection threshold of 60% was utilized for identifying soil targets.
Result of Proposed and Compared Method for ISA Extraction
The DMBLC-extracted ISA was obtained by masking the water from the water body vector data and identifying the vegetation and soil from the background land cover detection experiment that was described above. The SVM-extracted ISA was achieved by combing the ISA1~ISA6 classification results of SVM. Figure 4 shows the result of the extracted ISA distributions from the proposed DMBLC method compared with the SVM method. Overall, the ISA spatial distributions from both methods are similar for urban land. However, in the core urban areas, the SVM-extracted ISA ( Figure 4b ) had many more 'salt-and-pepper' pixels than those from the DMBLC (Figure 4a ), indicating the overestimation of small-size ISA in these areas.
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The DMBLC-extracted ISA was obtained by masking the water from the water body vector data and identifying the vegetation and soil from the background land cover detection experiment that was described above. The SVM-extracted ISA was achieved by combing the ISA1~ISA6 classification results of SVM. Figure 4 shows the result of the extracted ISA distributions from the proposed DMBLC method compared with the SVM method. Overall, the ISA spatial distributions from both methods are similar for urban land. However, in the core urban areas, the SVM-extracted ISA (Figure 4b ) had many more 'salt-and-pepper' pixels than those from the DMBLC (Figure 4a ), indicating the overestimation of small-size ISA in these areas. Figure 5I ). The DMBLC method fairly extracted both the agglomerated ISA clusters and the road network in the neighborhood (Figure 5I-b) . In contrast, the SVM-extracted ISA ( Figure 5I-c) was disturbed by other objects, such as cars on the road. Due to too many characteristics and the spectral variation of the large buildings ( Figure 5II-a,III-a) , ISA was misclassed in both the DMBLC ( Figure 5II-b,III-b) and the SVM methods ( Figure 5II-c,III-c) . However, there were many more misclassified small details within station in the SVM method ( Figure 5II -c) than in the DMBLC method ( Figure 5II-b) . The football field grass was misclassified as an ISA in the DMBLC method in Figure 5III -b, showing its low performance in low-density vegetation. In the dense residential area ( Figure 5IV-a) , almost all of the pixels are ISA except for a few areas of vegetation. The noisy, salt-and-pepper appearance in the SVM result ( Figure 5IV-c) revealed its underestimation of the ISA and overestimation of the vegetation. Similarly, the DMBLC results showed more accurate ISA distributions than the SVM. Given the 0.6-m resolution of the Google Earth images, the features are so delicate that the SVM-extracted result (Figure 5c ) at first appears much more 'detailed', but upon examination has more misclassified salt-and-pepper areas. In the visual comparison of both the total and subsets of the study area, the ISA was better delineated from the DMBLC method than the SVM method. 
Quantitative Comparison Based on ISA Extraction Accuracy
To qualitatively evaluate the performance of the above methods, the producer's accuracy (PA), user's accuracy (UA), overall accuracy (OA), and Kappa coefficient (KC) are calculated from the confusion matrix between the detected result and the artificially selected ground truth in the validation areas [48] . The aim of the ISA extraction study is to extract ISA. Thus, there are only two types of land cover in the final result: ISA and non-ISA. The OA and KC evaluate from a total perspective, while KC is more objective for balancing the inhomogeneity of validation samples by using probability. Higher OA and KC values indicate a better performance in urban ISA extraction.
Accuracy assessment was achieved based on validation samples with ground-truth labels. A 5 × 5-pixel size was adopted for the size of the validation samples, which meant that each sample would cover a quadrate area consisting of 5 × 5 pixels. Under the 0.6-m image spatial resolution, each pixel only covered an area as big as 0.36 m 2 , which is exquisite for urban surface feature recognition. Located in the homogeneous area, each 5 × 5 pixel sample would only belong to one pure class: ISA, vegetation, or soil. Validation samples were picked from the study area that obeyed randomness and uniformity. Firstly, 400 preliminary samples were auto-selected randomly from the total study area by ArcGIS 10.2. Since the distribution and percentage of soil were much less than that of ISA and vegetation in the study area (which is also common in other urban areas), 200 ISA, 100 vegetation, and 60 soil samples were artificially chosen from the preliminary auto-selected samples except for the samples in water. With artificial recognition of the true land cover type of each sample, the validation samples comprised 200 ISA samples, 100 vegetation samples, and 60 soil samples. The 100 vegetation samples and 60 soil samples were combined as 160 non-ISA samples for calculating the accuracy of ISA extraction. To express the validation samples obviously in Figure 6 , each sample had been exaggerated purposely, and magnified a hundred times its original area size. 
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Discussion
This section discusses the merits of the proposed method, as well as its limitations and opportunities for future research.
Merits of DMBLC
Low Requirement for Training Samples
Under the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model, the attention of the DMBLC method is focused on how to identify the background land cover accurately. The training samples that are needed for DMBLC rely on how many kinds of background land cover need to be detected. As water can be detected directly from water body vector data, two types of training samples are needed to drive MTMF: vegetation and soil. However, the direct method (SVM) needs eight kinds of training samples, as mentioned in Section 4.1.1 and Table 1 . In a word, the required number of training samples for the DMBLC method is lower.
High Accuracy of Background Detection and ISA Extraction
The high ISA extraction accuracy of the proposed DMBLC method was outlined in Section 4.3. As seen in Table 2 , the OA and KC by MTMF in the DMBLC method equaled 89.71% and 0.7941, For the validation samples, the four accuracy measures (PA, UA, OA, and OK) were calculated and compared between the ISA outputs of the proposed DMBLC method and the SVM method from the 0.6-m Google Earth image, as shown in Table 2 . For the ISA and non-ISA values of the DMBLC method, the PA and UA were more than 90%, which contributed to its high ISA extraction accuracy. As for SVM, the low PA of its ISA and UA of its non-ISA result in a lower accuracy. Table 2 confirms the qualitatively superior performance of the DMBLC method, with its OA equaling 94.45% and KC equaling 0.8885, respectively. Non-ISA in Table 2 refers to vegetation and soil.
Discussion
Merits of DMBLC
Low Requirement for Training Samples
High Accuracy of Background Detection and ISA Extraction
The high ISA extraction accuracy of the proposed DMBLC method was outlined in Section 4.3. As seen in Table 2 , the OA and KC by MTMF in the DMBLC method equaled 89.71% and 0.7941, respectively, which indicated its superior performance for background land cover detection and ISA indirect extraction compared to the SVM method. To discuss the land cover detection performance between the proposed and compared method in relation to ISA extraction in further detail, this ISA extraction study was transformed into a V-I-S treble land cover classification. In this situation, the V-I-S treble classification result of the DMBLC method consisted of ISA, detected vegetation, and soil targets, while the V-I-S treble classification result of the SVM method was composed of the combined ISA from six subclasses, as well as vegetation and soil targets. The four accuracy measures (PA, UA, OA and OK) of three kinds of land cover were calculated and compared for the three class validation samples in Figure 6 , and the results are shown in Table 3 . The PA and UA of ISA, and the OA in Table 3 are the same as those in Table 2 . Nonetheless, unlike Table 2 , the KC in Table 3 refers to an accuracy indicator for V-I-S classification. The vegetation and soil targets in Table 3 are subdivided from the non-ISA values in Table 2 . The PA and UA values of vegetation for both the DMBLC and SVM methods were very high, implying the high performance of both methods for vegetation classification. A PA value that was nearly as high, and its much higher UA value for soil in the DMBLC method indicated its high accuracy for soil detection. Although its UA value was nearly as high, the SVM's lower PA value for ISA showed its lower capability for direct ISA extraction. The OA and KC values of the DMBLC were 8% and 0.12, respectively, which were more than the SVM values, and also confirm the higher potential of indirect ISA extraction (DMBLC) than direct extraction (SVM). The high spectral similarity between ISA and soil is a constant obstacle in ISA extraction research. As numerous ISAs are made from a similar material as soil, there exists a great spectral similarity between soil and ISA, which results in a much higher misclassification rate for soil than vegetation [27] . That was also proved by calculating the separability of ISA and two kinds of background land cover in 360 validation samples (Figure 6 ) from the original Google Earth image, as shown in Table 4 . Unlike the training samples, which were only selected from the several typical land cover samples, these 360 randomly selected validation samples can more accurately characterize the global situation of the study area. Table 4 shows the spectral separability between the ISA and the background land covers from the global perspective of the total study area. Both the JM and TD distances of soil are lower than those of vegetation. The JM distance of soil is much less than 1.8, which indicates the high degree of spectral mixing between ISA and soil. Under the high spectral similarity between ISA and soil, the OA and KC values of the DMBLC method that are shown in tables 2 and 3 are unexpectedly high, signifying the powerful capability of the indirect DMBLC approach for ISA extraction. Under the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model, the key point of the DMBLC method is to detect background land cover accurately, no matter what kind of method or information is exploited. Thus, from the perspective of the DMBLC's original design, the inner methods adopted in the DMBLC are extensible, and can be replaced by a more powerful method to detect the background land cover as accurately as possible. In this applied DMBLC approach, the MTMF target detection method, image segmentation, and segment rectangularity were employed. In order to explore the effectiveness and extensive capability of the inner methods that were adopted in the DMBLC method, a comparison of three gradually extended integrations of the methods were implemented: (1) only MTMF; (2) MTMF with image segmentation; and (3) MTMF with image segmentation and rectangularity. A comparison of the ISA extraction performance of these three options is shown in Table 5 . Table 5 reveals that by gradually extended its effective methods or features, the OA and KC of the DMBLC method was further improved. By integrating image segmentation, the high spectral variation within the same land cover was depressed, and the OA and KC improved by 3.01% and 0.0617, respectively. With the further cooperation of rectangularity, the perspective of geometric features alleviated the confusion between ISA and soil, and the OA and KC improved by 1.66% and 0.0327, respectively. The comparison indicates how the inner process of DMBLC improved, and also confirms the effectiveness of the three methods used in the DMBLC framework. The exploration of the gradually increased integration of three methods demonstrates that DMBLC is an extensible integrated indirect ISA extraction strategy with multiple data, methods, knowledge, and features. When other more powerful and available methods or features are made available, such as artificial intelligence techniques and textural features, the inner methods that have been adopted in the present DMBLC model can be replaced or reintegrated to build a new DMBLC approach with better performance.
Limitations and Future Work
There are several statements and limitations in the design and implementation of the current DMBLC method:
As only background land cover needed to be detected in the DMBLC method, the background would be overestimated to a certain degree, especially for soil. Although this kind of overestimation was reduced by rectangularity in this study, the accuracy of soil (PA of 98.00% and UA of 81.29%) in Table 3 indicates the method's remaining improvement space for soil detection.
2.
The DMBLC method's low performance in low vegetation was shown in Figure 5III -b. The DMBLC method detects background land cover from typical training samples. Thus, the training sample selection is important for accurate land cover detection. The spectral information of the training samples is the average color of the sample sets in the experiment. However, in the study area, the percentage of high vegetation area is much greater than that of the low vegetation area. Thus, when selecting vegetation sample sets, the sample amount of high vegetation is much more than that of low vegetation; as a result, the vegetation training sample in Table 1 is more likely to be high vegetation. So, the vegetation detected by the DMBLC method is more likely to high vegetation.
3.
Since the image is not orthorectified, the perspective distortion of the image results in the surrounding areas being overlapped and shadowed by high buildings. This problem is not considered in the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model and DMBLC approach, which would cause an overestimation of ISA.
4.
The thresholds for MF score, infeasibility value, and rectangularity of the segment were not auto-selected; instead, they were artificially chosen by changing the values and comparing the performance of the background land cover detection. Thus, the thresholds should be different for other areas. For selecting the best values in other areas, the thresholds for the MF score must be positive, for the infeasibility value reaching about 20%, and for the rectangularity suitability to be more than 50%.
Those problems are hopefully solved by integrating more powerful auxiliary data, knowledge, methods, and features into the DMBLC approach. Future work can focus on the following aspects:
1.
Artificial intelligence techniques, such as deep learning, have shown a high performance of vegetation detection in high-resolution images [19] . Other geometric and textural features can also help reduce the confusion between ISA and soil. 2.
The free 0.6-m Google Earth image that was used only had three bands, which hinders accuracy improvement. Integration with other resolution optical remote sensing data with more optical band information, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data with information in the microwave band, and urban digital surface models (DSM) with height information have potential in urban land cover classification [49] [50] [51] . Integration with information from more optical bands, such as the near-infrared band, can produce powerful remote sensing indices. For example, normalized difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a widely recognized vegetation index that is calculated by the red and near-infrared band, and can help detect low vegetation. If the integrated image has enough spectral bands, all of the background land cover (water, vegetation, and soil) can be detected from index-based, SMA and other supervised or unsupervised classification methods. With the help of DSM, the image can be orthorectified, and the height information may further reduce the misclassification between ISA (buildings) and soil. 3.
To improve the performance of background land cover detection, the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model can be extended by subdividing the components in the background land cover. This method is similar to the V-H-L-S model, which is extended from the V-I-S model. To strengthen the performance of vegetation detection in areas with low vegetation, the vegetation (in the proposed indirect ISA extraction conceptual model) can be divided into high vegetation and low vegetation. That means that low vegetation will be a new kind of background land cover in the conceptual model, and thus requires a low vegetation training sample to drive the DMBLC method. In the same way, the soil can be divided into dark soil and light soil in order to enhance its soil detection performance.
For selecting thresholds for the MF score, the infeasibility value, and the rectangularity of the segment, an auto-selected method needs to be explored in order to widen the application of the DMBLC method.
5.
The high performance of the DMBLC approach when using free Google Earth image suggests its usefulness for other high spatial resolution images. Although the DMBLC approach was utilized in high resolution image in this study, it is not limited to other spatial resolution images in the design. DMBLC could also be exploited in free medium spatial resolution remote sensing images, such as Landsat, Sentinel 2, and GaoFen-1.
Conclusions
In summary, an indirect ISA extraction conceptual model and a novel indirect ISA extraction approach called DMBLC were proposed for high-resolution, accurate ISA extraction based on freely available high spatial resolution RGB Google Earth images. In the indirect ISA extraction conceptual model, the focus transfers from ISA to background land cover (vegetation, soil, and water) to evade the complexities of direct ISA extraction. In the DMBLC approach, the ISA was indirectly extracted by detecting the background land cover directly, and then masking the background land cover in the total area. The performance of the DMBLC approach relies on the effectiveness of the data, methods, or features that are adopted for background land cover detection. As water can be directly gained by water body vector data, an integration of the MTMF method, image segmentation, and segment rectangularity were utilized for vegetation and soil detection in this study. Using a 0.6-m Google Earth image, the proposed method and a comparison method were tested on a core area of Fuzhou, China. Four findings were drawn from the experimental results and discussion, which are summarized as follows:
DMBLC is a powerful indirect ISA extraction approach with a low training samples requirement. DMBLC was driven by background land cover training samples. 2.
DMBLC achieved high performance of ISA extraction, with OA equaling 94.45% and KC equaling 0.8885, respectively. The OA and KC of DMBLC were 8% and 0.12 more than those for the SVM method, respectively, revealing the higher accuracy of indirect ISA extraction (DMBLC) than direct extraction (SVM).
3.
Demonstration of the gradual extended integration of the three methods within the DMBLC approach showed that based on the high performance of MTMF, image segmentation depressed the high spectral variation within the same land cover, and rectangularity alleviated the confusion between ISA and soil. A comparison of the different levels of complexity in the inner processing steps also confirmed the efficiency and extensibility of the approach.
4.
DMBLC is an extensible integrated indirect ISA extraction strategy with multiple data, methods, knowledge, and features. Given other available data, methods or features, the inner methods of DMBLC can be replaced or reintegrated to build a new DMBLC approach that will hopefully achieve better performance. 
